AES Raptor, TriRex™

AES RAPTOR TESTING METHODOLOGY
The purpose of testing the AES Raptor, LLC Mobile Fall
Protection Units (STINGER™, R1000™, and TriRex™ is three-fold:

1) to confirm their ability to meet or exceed OSHA
Compliance Regulations and Standards set forth for Personal Fall
Arrest Systems in 1926.502 section D.
2) to make a good design better; we are not satisfied until
we have the best, safest mobile fall protection cart on the market.
3) to verify that our Units will arrest any fall for
which our Carts are rated.

At AES Raptor we developed a rigorous testing
procedure to supplement our design process, because no
amount of design can account for every real-world situation.
We

utilized

multi-perspective

slow-motion

video technology to scrutinize our design. This allowed us
to determine how each part behaved when subjected to
extensive and cyclic dynamic loading.
We performed dozens of “droptests” to simulate
every worst-case-scenario. We then documented and
analyzed the results. Lastly, we tested our results for
repeatability.

Drop testing by Architectural Exterior Services was performed to simulate stopping a fall
in real-life situations, as required by OSHA Regulations. AES Raptor developed a scientific
procedure, compliant with the
relevant standards, for properly
testing the AES Raptor Mobile Fall
Protection Units. AES Raptor also
analyzed the individual parts of
each Unit to show that it will
withstand the required forces.
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AES Raptor, TriRex™
We monitored the Engagement
Arm for “bounce-back”.
Our
superior claw and talon already
minimizes
bounce-back,
but
thanks to our new Racheting
Locking Mechanism, our talon

pierces the surface and holds
at its deepest point.
We focused our
cameras on the talon
and
claws
from
multiple directions,
allowing
us
to

optimize the angle
of
attack
and
geometric
configuration for the
best results on every
surface.

No two falls are the
same.
We tested
simultaneous
falls,
staggered falls, direct
falls, angled falls,
deadweight falls, liveweight falls, and
because our Units are
activated by the force
of a fall, we even
tested
lightweight
falls.

We only use Marathon brand solid
Our front axle locks in place to
minimize cart rotation in the event of an
angled fall, and to eliminate the
development of natural frequencies.

polyurethane flat-free tires. Not only
do they prevent unnecessary blowouts and
maintenance, but they reduce tire
compression during a fall arrest.
Our new Ratcheting Locking

Our Standard
At AES Raptor, we use the
scientific method to design
and proof test our Mobile
Fall Protection Anchorage
Units so that they will work
when your life depends on
it.

Mechanism increases the safety
factor of each Unit, by completely
eliminating all “bounce-back”.
No other mobile fall protection
unit on the market offers this

peace of mind.

We use state-of-the-art Finite-Element Analysis (FEA) for all
of our stress analysis throughout our design process to create
the strongest, and most failsafe parts possible, which enables
us to maximize the overall factor of safety.

After all, a system is only as strong as its weakest link.
The sharp claws and talon are safely enclosed in a

protective guard and ergonomically tucked under the unit.
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AES RAPTOR Testing
Performance Testing Procedure

We simulated the full range of fall scenarios as pertains to OSHA. To
simulate worst case scenario, the maximum rated dead weight (310 lbs
multiplied by the rated number of workers) was released. Alternatively
we tested 240 lbs per worker, using a steel cable to simulate 310 lbs per
worker on the more elastic nylon webbing lanyards and ropes. Because
the AES Raptor Units are activated by a worker fall event, we also tested
the lightest rated weight, 160 lbs of live weight (FIG. 3). This was simulated by releasing a 160 lb test dummy. (A test dummy was used to account for dynamic live- load effects). Alternatively, an 85 lb deadweight
was dropped from a steel cable to simulate a 160 lb falling worker.
These weights were tested for each substrate, for each unit.

6 ft.

AES
Raptor

O.D.

Figure 1. Drop Test Setup

AES
Raptor

O.D.

Figure 3. Test Dummy Setup
Once the test weight was released, and the test system settled, we observed stopping distances of the front and back of the unit, as well as sideways movement rotation, and penetration of the talon/claws. We also inspected the unit for cracking,
breaking, permanent deformation, or any other signs of structural compromise

a

AES

Raptor

Figure 2. Drop Test Example Orientation
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CONCLUSION

Approved Surfaces

The Extensive testing

Raptor Mobile Fall Carts have been tested and approved for the
following Substrates

that was done with the

Built-Up Roofing (BUR) Membrane

Modified PVC Membranes

AES Raptor, LLC Mobile

Thermoplastic Polyolefin (TPO) Membranes

EPDM Roofing Membranes

Modified Bitumen Membranes

Ballasted EPDM Membrane

Metal Deck (20 ga. And 22 ga. ONLY)

Dens Deck

Hardboard

Plywood

Concrete (See Instruction Manual for
Specifics)

Gypsum Deck

Polyisocyanurate (ISO)

Expanded Polystyrene (EPS)

Fall Protection Carts
proves that if used
per manufactures
instructions and
recommendations it
will properly arrest a
fall within the criteria
and practices of OSHA 1926.502 section d.

Flat Surfaces up to 1:12 slopes. (the R1000 can be used on slopes .5:12 to
1:12 when using the
optional braking system)

Third party
observation:

OSHA does not

St. Louis Testing

DO NOT USE Raptor Mobile Fall Carts on the following Substrates

“approve” any

Ice

product. They

2810 Clark Avenue

Snow

only provide

St. Louis, MO

rules and

63103-2574

Tectum Deck
Metal Deck less than 22ga. or over 20ga. (Structural Deck)
Loose laid material not part of a complete finished system

guidance for
companies to

** BEFORE HOISTING TO ANY ROOF SURFACE**

Laboratories

Independent
Engineering Study:
Missouri Enterprise

THE CONTRACTOR MUST VERIFY THAT THE DECK ASSEMBLY
CAN ACCOMMODATE THE LIVE LOAD REQUIREMENTS
OF THE Mobile Fall Cart.
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4747 Troost Avenue
Suite 122
Kansas City, MO
64110-2499

- WORK ZONE Standard and typical Leading Edge Placement:

When Mobile Fall Carts must be placed further than 15’ from the
leading edge, the work zone of thirty three feet will not change
(See Diagram above)
When Mobile Fall Carts must be placed closer than 15’ to the
leading edge, the work zone will be reduced (See Diagram
Below). AES Raptor Mobile Fall Carts cannot be placed any closer
than four feet to the leading edge.
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- Your Unit -

Spec Data;
Dimensions;

TR-000-1-11
Length:

78" (without handle attached)
111" (with handle attached)

Width:

48"

Height:

53"
1120 Pounds (Base Model)
Solid Polyurethane 18 x 8.5 x 8 flat free tires,
needle bearings with grease zerks

Weight:
Tires:
Size of Platform:
Height of Platform
from Ground:

29” x 47"
24”

Ground Clearance:

5½"

Warranty:

Manufacturers limited warranty covers
any defect in workmanship or materials;
One year form date of purchase

Standard Job Box;
Dimensions:

47.5" wide x 24" tall x 30" deep

Capacity:

20 cubic feet

Weight:

125 pounds

Description:

16 gauge solid steel construction, powder
coated inside and out

Weight Carry Capacity
of Trailer:
Fall Protection
Standards:
Fall Arrest Capacity:

2000 lbs. gross weight rating
1926.502 (D) Fall Arrest Anchor
Three Workers
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